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In this article, I will discuss contemporary approaches to music composition and 

performance rooted in a poesis of human-computer interaction. This will be a poesis 

belonging neither to humans nor nature alone, which the classical understanding of 

poesis as either ‘techne’ or ‘physis’ implies. Instead, it is founded on human beings 

interacting with computers and utilising the ability of computers to carry out tasks of 

their own in accordance with a specified ‘logic of decision’ written in a program.  

Central to my discussion is the idea of software as artistic material and 

programming as an artistic act, and how this changes the practices of music 

composition and performance.  

The focus of this discussion of the poesis of human-computer interaction is 

not on intelligent machines, the potential of artificial intelligence, or the use of 

computers to edit recorded music as often seen in popular music software packages. It 

is rather to investigate an approach to music composition and performance that 

explores the interactive and algorithmic nature of modern computers, and at the same 

time reflect on how this changes the way in which music is being composed and 

performed, i.e. conceptualised, prescribed and executed.  

I will start by looking at two examples. The first is ixi software, a new 

approach to screen-based instrument design; and the second is live coding, a new 

performance-based art form. Although ixi software is a project of development and 

live coding an art form, both of them emphasise the materiality of software and 

human-computer interaction as a complex and mediated process. So while they prima 

facie seem very different in their approach to music composition, they distinguish 

themselves from other contemporary approaches that use the computer as a music 

automaton, a simulator (e.g. fractal music) or a remediated interface (Bolter and 

Grusin).  
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ixi software  
ixi Connector is “a screen-based interface for musical performance on computers” 

(Magnusson 162) that can be downloaded from www.ixi-audio.net. It uses generative 

algorithms in the form of first-order Markov chainsi to decide how actors move 

around in a network of connectors. As can be seen in Figure 1, the network looks 

almost like a plumbing system of interconnected pipelines. Networks of greater or 

lesser complexity can be designed by patching together connectors of different shapes 

and with different numbers of outlets. Up to eight actors can simultaneously move 

around inside the network, and probability charts decide which route they will take. 

For each actor a sound volume and a tempo (the time lag between moving from one 

connector to another) can be set. When actors enter a connector either a sound sample 

is played or a midi note is sent to an external synthesizer. Beside the shape and the 

probability chart, properties of the individual connector encompass sound, sound 

pitch, sound volume, and midi note and midi volume. In the words of its designer, the 

ixi Connector is, like other ixi interfaces, a pattern-generating machine (Magnusson 

165). 

 

 

Figure 1: The interface of ixi Connector. 

 

Connector is being developed as part of an experimental research project called the ixi 

software project, led by Thor Magnusson and Enrike Hurtado Mendieta. The project 

develops prototypes for screen-based musical instruments, and started in 2000 as a 

critical response to the interface and interaction design of commercial music software. 

Unlike ixi, commercial music software is primarily designed to edit recorded music, 

which is then synchronised, juxtaposed and layered on separate tracks, and organised 

sequentially on a time line. The interfaces of commercial software are typically well 
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known from the use of earlier music media technologies like multi-track tape 

recorders, effect units and mixers and standard music notation, and in general they 

simulate the workflow and technologies of analogue studio production. These older 

media technologies are now represented, or rather remediated, in the software’s 

graphical user interface.  

In ixi Connector, as in all of the prototypes of ixi software, we are faced with a 

reification of musical ideas that are different from commercial music software. In ixi 

Connector there are no time lines, no tracks and no linear sequencing. Instead, music 

composition is conceptualised as consecutive choices among different possibilities 

and as a result of interactions among different elements in a system. In addition, 

traditional elements of graphical user interfaces like buttons, knobs and sliders are 

avoided, although floating palettes and drop-down menus are used. 

The aim of the ixi software project is to avoid remediation of traditional 

musical tools and thereby the ways in which music is conceptualised in those 

technologies. That is why the project inscribes itself in an avant-garde tradition of 

music, seeing new technology as a way of subverting, or at least getting around, the 

historical understanding of music, as well as the constraining practices of music 

composition and production present in commercial music software.  

Live coding  
Live coding is a rather new performance-based art form in which sound/music or 

visual expressions are programmed during performance. As stated by the software 

artist and musician Adrian Ward: “Live coding is the activity of writing (parts of) a 

program while it runs” (Ward et al. 243). Staged, and with their laptop screens 

projected so that the audience can see the program being written, live coders perform 

their music while formulating and describing algorithms, typically in a textual, 

interpreted programming language as can be seen in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Live coding performance, ReadMe 2004. 

 

In addition, as can be seen in Figure 2, transparency is an important aspect of live 

coding performances. The action of the performer, what he/she writes and 

manipulates, as well as the machine program and the interaction between the two, 

must be visible. As a result, the “code should be seen as well as heard” so that the 

intention of the coder can be followed and the processes carried out by the machine 

understood (Ward et al. 247).  

Taking advantage of computers as algorithmic machines using often dedicated 

programming languages for music composition, live coders avoid the remediated 

interface of commercial music software. Instead, they seek access to the machine in a 

way that is more in line with its nature. Controlling the flow of data, defining criteria 

for selection and iteration at run-time, they use the full potential of the machine 

(Collins 322). As hinted at by composer and computer music researcher Nick Collins, 

the use of programming languages results in a greater freedom of expression since the 

constraints and ideological understandings of music contained in the rigid metaphors 

of commercial music software can be transcended. Instead, a programming language 

allows musicians to take advantage of the algorithmic nature of the computer and – 

most important of all – its programmability.  

Although significant differences between the use of ixi software and 

programming languages exist, ixi designers and live coders express commonalities in 

their view on software and in their approach to music performance and composition. 

Both react against the rigid metaphors of commercial music software interfaces and 

the way in which they normally allow computers to be interacted with. 

Their ideal of software interaction is rooted in qualities specific for computers, 

i.e. algorithmic calculations, randomness, generativity and programmability, among 

other things. These are qualities that permit music to be composed and generated in 
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real time by rules written in the code of the software; rules that allow music to emerge 

and unfold differently, depending on the way in which the parameters are set and 

interpreted, both by the user operating the software and the software program itself. 

Unlike in commercial music software, it is no longer the ability to edit music that is 

being explored but rather the ability to create music in a mediated context of writing, 

reading and executing algorithmic procedures. This aspect, alongside a genuine 

interest in the nature of the software itself, defines the central part of the aesthetic 

endeavour taking place.  

In addition, they share a view on software as more than a tool. Both ixi 

software and software for live coding may be regarded by analogy to musical 

instruments, but they can never be understood instrumentally, that is as simple means 

to obtain musical goals. As stated by Adrian Ward et al., live coding “deeply connects 

algorithmic causality with perceived outcome and by deconstructing the idea of the 

temporal dichotomy of tool and product it allows code to be brought into play as an 

artistic process” (244). As such, code is more than just a tool for making software 

work and music play; code itself becomes an object of interest and a part of the 

materiality that is being explored. Hence coding becomes an expressive act.  

Likewise, Thor Magnusson (165), referring to the concepts of Michel 

Beaudouin-Lafon, explains that ixi software cannot be categorised as simply an 

interaction instrument because it is already a musical instrument in its own right.ii In 

Magnusson’s understanding, music results from a mutual semiosis of software and 

user. As such, the user becomes just another actor of a semiotic system that already 

includes the ixi instrument. Thereby, the software and the user engage in an act of 

communication that challenges the normal hierarchy of human and technology and 

regards the tool concept of technology as inadequate.  

Both live coding and ixi software invite us to consider the conditions in which 

music is composed and performed by exploring and staging another relation of 

human-computer interaction. A relation that builds upon the basic characteristics of 

the machine (the computer as a machine), primarily its speed of execution, generative 

and programmable nature, and which regards these features as fundamental for the 

making of art/music. In doing so, live coding can be said to “acknowledge the 

conditions of its own making – its poesis” (Cox 161).  
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Poesis 
The ancient Greeks made a distinction between two kinds of poesis, i.e. two kinds of 

ways in which things come into being. The first, labelled techne, refers to that which 

is made by humans; the second, labelled physis, refers to that which is made by 

nature. In “The Question Concerning Technology” from 1953, Martin Heidegger 

discusses this distinction in relation to modern technology and explains that physis is 

a kind of becoming of something out of itself as opposed to techne, which is a 

becoming of things by someone else, for instance an artist or a craftsman. 

In the realm of techne, the human hand actively creates things with the help of 

technology. Technology can therefore be seen as a means to an end, leading to an 

understanding of technology that Heidegger refers to as instrumental (5). As an 

instrument, technology is used in the process of bringing forth or rather, as Heidegger 

puts it, in the process of revealing. In the context of modern technology, Heidegger 

claims that it cannot be understood simply as instrumental since modern technology 

orders humans to bring forth and reveal in a certain way, which includes regarding 

nature as a standing reserve, i.e. as something controllable that can be transformed 

and regulated.  

 What concerns Heidegger is that although it is correct that technology in 

some sense is instrumental (a means to an end) and also causal, this does not define its 

nature. What characterises its nature or what is true about (modern) technology is that 

it challenges or requests us as humans to reveal nature as a standing reserve. Hence 

we are no longer the masters of technology, since technology forms the basis of our 

conception of nature: a conception that is deeply rooted in virtues of modern science, 

e.g. formalisation, rationalisation and efficiency. As a consequence, the clear 

distinction between humans as subject and technology as object, which is inherent in 

an understanding of technology as tools, has to be abandoned, including the idea of 

our control over technology. Technology is not something we can deselect, it is 

something we live through and as such it becomes a condition of life. Consequently, 

the essence of technology is not something technical – a technological artefact – it is a 

way of living, perceiving and acknowledging. So to understand the essence of modern 

technology we must, according to Heidegger, recognise how technology orders the 

way in which we bring forth and reveal, and he himself points to art as the place 

where the truth of technology can be revealed (35). iii 
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Tools and machines 
Regarding classical categories of technology, tools are easily understood within an 

instrumental understanding of technology since a tool is considered to be an artefact 

that is under full control and used for producing and/or converting materials. As a 

tool, technology holds no value in itself. Its value relates only to the goal and the 

activity that it serves and fulfils. The operator is the driving force behind the tool and 

as such he or she is in command, although of course it can be said that the inherent 

functionality and design of the tool frame the possibility of actions. Nonetheless, 

humans are supposed to be superior and can, as masters, pick or choose. 

But other categories of technology, like automata and media, challenge the 

tool metaphor as well as the instrumental understanding of technology. An automaton 

is considered to be an artefact “that can perform some reasonably complicated process 

that ends in a desired state (e.g. having produced a certain product) without human 

interference, although humans may need to provide its material, set its controls, and 

start it” (Andersen 184). A medium (the radio, the newspaper, the television etc.) is 

considered to be an artefact used for communication. As such, it can be understood 

both as a communication channel and a communication environment - but also as a 

language of its own (Meyrowitz). 

According to the American philosopher Lewis Mumford, “the difference 

between tools and machines lies primarily in the degree of automatism they have 

reached” (10). The tool is less independent in the sense that it works in accordance 

with the motive and the skill of its operator. Therefore, automation invokes the aspect 

of autonomy since a machine can perform actions independent of human interference 

and without demanding a continuous input of human energy. As a consequence of the 

autonomy of the machine, a gulf between humans and technology opens up. Now 

humans are no longer the necessary executing force, and this changes their relation to 

technology. They no longer need to have knowledge of the way in which the machine 

is performing, or knowledge of how to create and perform the work of the machine. 

Their competences need only cover the ability to configure, monitor and adjust the 

machine, and to evaluate and interpret the quality of its output in accordance with 

certain more or less specified criteria: for instance, personal taste or more formalised 

criteria such as rules of good voice leading when talking about music.  

Discussing the culture of simulation, media researcher Norbert Bolz argues 

that the role of the artist has changed from realising ideas to exploring and choosing 
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from what the generative method (the machine) produces (177). Following Bolz’s 

argument, the workflow of human-machine interaction would be one in which the 

machine is configured, its parameters set and adjusted during its performance, and the 

output (music, images, texts) evaluated alongside its production. If it is not 

satisfactory, the machine is reconfigured and/or its parameters retuned. As such, the 

result of the creative process that Bolz describes originates in a human-machine 

symbiosis.  

Human-computer interaction: searching for the truth of the machine 
In “The Apparatus World – a World Unto Itself,” the artist and curator Peter Weibel 

discusses automation in relation to art and subsequently the way in which automation 

in the form of machine-supported art, from the photo camera to the computer, 

“uncovers the fiction that art is a human place, a place for human creativity, unique 

individuality” (18). To stage his argument, Weibel refers to the British inventor Fox 

Talbot’s remarks on the photo camera in a letter from 1839, quoting Talbot for saying 

“that by means of this device [the photo camera] it is no longer the artist who makes 

the picture but it is the picture that makes itself. The artist does not have to do more 

than set up the device in front of the object, the picture of which he wants” (17). 

Although Talbot explicitly recognises that the picture is no longer a (sole) 

result of the artistic subject, Weibel condemns him for taking into consideration the 

“ideological resistance to the exclusion of the subject” when naming his book on 

photography The Pencil of Nature and not The Pencil of Machine, as Weibel believes 

it should have been titled. Refusing to acknowledge the creativity of the autonomous 

machine, the “sovereignty of the bourgeois subject remained untouched”, Weibel 

claims (8).  

Underlying Weibel’s critique of Talbot is the question of whether art can be 

externalised. According to Weibel, the photo camera, as an autonomous producer of 

images, abolishes the definition of the author as the “one and only god of creation” 

(17). Following the technological development from the photo camera to the modern 

computer, Weibel describes how the image becomes automatically generated, 

transmitted, set in motion, manipulated and finally also calculated by machines. As a 

consequence, machines create autonomous worlds of sounds and images. At the 

beginning of the 20th century, art (painting) turned its back on representation and 

focused on the autonomy of its own materiality (its intrinsic laws and qualities). 
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Likewise, the machine-generated and machine-calculated picture of today adheres 

only to its own logic, referencing to a semiotic relation (or a semiotic aesthetics as 

Weibel calls it) of medium, sign and virtuality. The image no longer represents a 

world or truth beyond itself, instead it produces its own.  

Following Weibel in his critique of Talbot, the temptation to understand 

machine-based art in relation to the creative power of nature (physis), as the title of 

Talbot’s book suggests, should be avoided. Otherwise it leaves the role of the creative 

subject unchallenged and prevents the nature of machine-based and (I would like to 

add) human-machine-based art from being discussed and understood. According to 

Weibel, the machine is already autonomously producing pictures, images, sounds etc. 

pointing to the fact that the subject (the author) is no longer a sole foundation for the 

creation of art. It is therefore necessary that we recognise the creative potential of the 

autonomous machine in order to understand the kind of art it can produce and 

particularly what the implications are for the way in which art is normally produced 

(techne), as well as the way in which we, through art, comprehend and understand the 

‘Apparatus World’ around us. If we fail to acknowledge the importance of the 

machine, and if we (like Talbot) regard it in the light of nature, then its meaning 

remains unrecognised because we willingly accept nature as fundamentally 

inscrutable.  

Perhaps even worse, the consequence of Talbot’s act is that nature and the 

power of its creativity is understood within a technological context. This leads to 

taking a picture that we believe is of nature, whereas in fact it is a picture of what 

nature looks like when we look at it through the optics of technology. Referring to 

Heidegger, we could say that it is a picture of nature ordered by technology and 

therefore conceptualised in its image. 

 

Live coding and ixi software explicitly admit the importance of the machine and ask 

for its essence in the context of composing and performing music. In doing so, and 

following the call of Heidegger and Weibel, they distinguish themselves from other 

computer-based music practices that utilise the computer as either a music automaton 

(generative music), a simulator (e.g. fractal music), or a remediated interface. In the 

last case the computer is used as though music today is still produced on the premises 

of the analogue music studio.  
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Ironically, regarding the practice of computer music composition, we find that 

physis continues to be an inspiration for many composers and musicians dealing with 

simulation and generative algorithms based on mathematical descriptions of natural 

phenomena. In their approach, music, like a flower, arises from within itself in 

accordance with enclosed rules of becoming, and as such it ‘makes itself’. Using 

statistical distribution functions, fractal geometry, cellular automata, game theory etc., 

their interest in processes of creation outside the human reconnect art and nature in a 

way that somehow could be regarded as a search for ‘the pencil of nature’. This is 

indicated by, for example, Brian Eno’s metaphorical understanding of generative 

music: “Ordinary music is like engineering, where everything is built according to a 

plan, and it is the same every time you play it. Generative music is more like 

gardening; you plant a seed, and it grows different every time you plant” 

(Shachtman).  

Commenting on Eno’s comparison of generative music with the sowing of 

seeds, Adrian Ward et al. underline that in live coding the idea is not to produce 

music automatons (music machines) from which an endless stream of music can flow 

independently of human interaction. Instead they “advocate the humanization of 

generative music, where code isn’t left alone to meander through its self-describing 

soundscape, but is hacked together, chopped up and moulded to make live music” 

(246). In live coding it is recognised that music unfolds in a process of human-

machine interaction, on the terms of the machine, i.e. formalisation and algorithmic 

descriptions, and by choosing from, configuring, monitoring, re-writing and adjusting 

the machine.  

Distributed agency  
In the writings of Adrian Ward and Thor Magnusson it is underlined that music arises 

in a complex relation of coder/performer and software. Both of them are ‘actors’ in a 

larger system of interacting elements. In a recent article, media artist and researcher 

Julian Rohrhuber explains equally that interactive programming is not so much a 

question of control (the programmer’s/subject’s control over the software/tool/object) 

but rather a question of a ‘distributed agency’, meaning that the realisation of a 

satisfying musical output is not the “result of a random coincidence, but of the way in 

which program-text, synthesis process, sound and perception interact” (Rohrhuber 

455). As interacting elements, the computer and the computer user enter a cybernetic 
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loop of input/output, control, regulation and mutual communication, becoming 

involved in a continuous process of acting out in which the user communicates on 

behalf of his knowledge and experience, and the computer on behalf of its data and its 

program, which as a model portrays a certain ‘world’ with its own rules (Rohrhuber). 

The point is that in the context of live coding every aspect (user knowledge and 

experience, computer program and data) is dynamic and interacting. 

 

Discussing digital poetry in comparison with printed text, N. Katherine Hayles argues 

that the poem is not only a distributed phenomenon consisting of data files, 

algorithmic structures, executable software and hardware, but also an interactive 

artefact that is significantly modified and determinated in a readerly and writerly 

process. Referencing Loss Pequeño Glazier and John Cayley, Hayles claims that 

programming is writing and that writing is exactly “a concrete act of making”, and not 

a process in which the text, as a preconceptualised idea, is dressed in language (184). 

To write is to engage with the formal qualities of language that are the materiality of 

the medium, “whether or not it serves other ends”, in a digital context that includes 

algorithmic declarations, procedures, protocols, software/hardware interactions, 

input/output configurations etc. (183). 

Returning to live coding, we can see that we are dealing with a literary 

approach to music composition that reflects the literacy of computer programming 

and thereby its processual nature, i.e. the eventness of the act. While we could say that 

digital media in general move art into the domain of time, as when Hayles speaks of 

the digital text as an event more than an object, we have to remember that music per 

se is a time-based art form which also (due to music notation) has a long history of 

literacy. However, this literary tradition was broken by the appearance of analogue 

recording technology in the 20th century, which reified sound and made it an object of 

phenomenological investigations. As such, sound was no longer just a phenomenon in 

time but also a phenomenon in space, which could be stored as a media object in a 

sound library and retrieved for analysis, manipulation and composition. Sound 

recording and playback led to new approaches to music composition, as in the 

practice of Pierre Schaeffer, which originated from listening to sound objects and not 

writing them. 

 The music culture of today has long been dominated by operations of 

selection and compositing, or rather of cut, copy and paste taking on the legacy from 
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Schaeffer. It is in this context that live coding introduces a ‘literary turn’ which 

uncovers the symbolic and literate nature of digital technology. Instead of working 

with remediated time processes of sound recording and sequencer-based music, live 

coding engages in a distributed process of performative writing, which rather owes its 

legacy to algorithmic composition and generative music.  

However, in live coding the literary process is accelerated in time since 

algorithmic writing (the actual programming, i.e. the writing of music) now takes 

place in a live setting, which unfolds as a discourse between the programmer and the 

software model. Designating live coding as “just in time programming” (Rohrhuber), 

and/or “on the fly programming” (Wang), different live coders reflect the time-

accelerated process of programming and the changes it brings about. For instance, 

Rohrhuber et al. point to the fact that in live coding the programmer is caught in two 

time structures: the time of the program and the time of the process in which the 

program is being modified. The time of the program is given by the rules that always 

operate based on previous states, i.e. the program operates based on its own history. 

At the same time the program is changed in a dynamic process of reading (the 

programmer listening to the results of the program) and writing (the programmer 

modifying the unfolding program to embrace new directions of his initial idea). 

Consequently, a basic disagreement is stated “between the programmer’s time and the 

time of the program – each trying to reach their own aims, before they are ready again 

to take each other into account” (Rohrhuber 456).  

What the texts referenced above point out as conditions of live coding, and in 

a broader context conditions of digital literacy, are processes of human-machine 

interaction from which music or literary texts unfold. Forming a distributed system of 

interacting elements, the readerly and writerly exchange between the human and the 

machine takes place in clashing and accelerated structures of time, in which the text 

and its history (the conditions of its current state) are constantly negotiated and 

changed. To quote Hayles again, the digital text (music, literature, images) is “less an 

object than an event, [and] emerges as a dance between artificial and human 

intelligence, machine and natural languages, as these evolve together through time” 

(187).  

The concept of emergence is significant since it underlines that the text is 

something that is always in the process of becoming. Since the conditions of its own 

state are constantly being changed and rewritten, the text is not something that is 
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revealed due to a preconceptualised idea or something that can be predicted 

beforehand. It takes its form from the unfolding negotiations of the interacting 

elements. Hence we recognise a poesis which is neither techne (humans revealing and 

fabricating objects by using tools) nor physis (the self-organising code of nature from 

whence that which doesn’t exist comes into being). Instead, it is a poesis founded on a 

distributed system in which humans interact and communicate with machines, 

utilising their ability to carry out tasks of their own in accordance with a specified 

‘logic of decision’ written in a program.  

Conclusion 
To conclude, I believe that although an important aspect of live coding and ixi 

software is the attempt to penetrate the remediated interfaces of commercial software 

in order to address the true nature of the machine, a more profound aspect is how live 

coding and ixi software, by engaging with the materiality of the software and the 

literacy of programming, openly address and reflect the conditions of the music made 

and performed. Accepting that the software and the human are both elements in a 

distributed system, live coding and ixi software acknowledge what Talbot did not and 

avoid a naïve understanding of software as either remediated tools or autonomous 

machines from which a second nature springs. Live coding and ixi software thus help 

us to recognise what is true about technology, and to acknowledge the conditions of 

the music composed and performed – i.e. its poesis, a poesis that cannot be recognised 

as either physis or techne. 
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i A first-order Markov chain (named after the Russian mathematician Andrey 
Markov) is a discrete random process in which e.g. the next state of a randomly 
changing system depends only on its current state.   
ii In “Instrumental Interaction” Michel Beaudouin-Lafon distinguishes between ii In “Instrumental Interaction” Michel Beaudouin-Lafon distinguishes between 
domain objects, which are objects of interest, and interaction instruments, which are 
tools or artefacts by which we manipulate domain objects (Beaudouin-Lafon 448). 
What Magnusson argues is that ixi software is more than an artefact/tool to 
manipulate music. As a musical instrument it qualifies also as a domain object in its 
own right, or at least one could argue that the concepts of interaction instrument and 
domain objects are blurred when we speak of musical software instruments or 
creative software in general. See also Bertelsen, Breinbjerg & Pold. 
 
iii Of course, we should bear in mind that Heidegger refers to art as such, and thus to 
art as another approach to the perception, recognition and conception of the relation 
between humans, technology and nature, and not to specific genres of art. 


